Evaluation of Weight Thresholds for Pediatric Patients to Use Adult Dosage of Therapeutic Monoclonal Antibodies.
With increasing interest in enrolling adolescent patients in adult trials, a question often arises: when can pediatric patients use adult dosages? For currently approved therapeutic monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) with equivalent adult and pediatric indications, body weight thresholds for pediatric patients to receive adult doses vary from 30 to 75 kg. Our objective is to determine if a consistent weight threshold can be recommended for therapeutic mAbs with wide therapeutic windows. Simulations were run to predict exposure using a population pharmacokinetic model describing the typical PK characteristics of a mAb with linear elimination. Simulated steady-state areas under the concentration-time curves (AUCss ) were compared between pediatric and adult populations. Exponent values of 0.50, 0.75, and 1.0 for the allometric relationship of weight on clearance were also evaluated. Following administration of the same fixed adult dosage in pediatric subjects above a given threshold, median AUCss in the pediatric subjects increased with decreasing weight thresholds. Pediatrics with a minimum weight of 40 kg had median AUCss within 20% to 30% above adult median AUCss when the reference adult population had a median weight ≤80 kg. Higher relative pediatric exposures were seen in lower-weight pediatric subjects when the weight exponent on clearance was >0.75. Simulations suggested that a weight threshold of 40 kg could generally be considered for pediatric subjects to receive the adult dosage for therapeutic mAbs with linear pharmacokinetics. Weight threshold selection should be based on considerations of therapeutic index of the drug product, weight distribution of the reference adult population, and magnitude of weight effect on pharmacokinetic parameters.